
Wall-mounted storage system



Pelly System started manufacturing storage products in 
Hillerstorp in Småland as early as 1947. And although much 
has changed since then, much of the craftsmanship from the 

past still lives on today. 

Our flexible wall-mounted storage solutions are easily 
mounted with the help of a top track and hanging wallbands. 
You complete with shelves, pull-out baskets, clothes rails and 

other smart accessories.



Wall-mounted 
storage
Storage should be as 
practical as it looks good. 
Shelf systems from us have 
stylish details and sustainable 
solutions that can easily 
be developed and built on 
according to future needs. 



Top track and hanging 
wallbands

Wire shelf with 
bracket 

Drawing frame with 
mesh basket

Clothes rail with clothes 
rail holder

Multi-hook

 
Wall-mounted storage



Tie holder

Trouser pull-out

Wall-mounted storage for 
all rooms in the home
With Pelly System, you can create a smart storage in 
the hall, laundry room, storage room or in other rooms 
in your home where you want order stuff.

Top track and hanging wallbands
The basis of storage is the top track. Here we offer two 
different solutions. For easy and quick installation, a 
support track in combination with hanging wallbands is 
recommended. Since only the support track is screwed 
into the wall, fewer screw holes are required - the 
flexibility is maximum because the hanging wallbands 
are hung on the support track and can easily be moved 
sideways. 
The second option is ordinary wallbands. These are 
screwed directly into the wall.

Drawing frame with baskets
In the pull-out frame, which is hung directly in the 
hanging or fixed wallbands, you can choose to have 
either an elegant fine-mesh, mesh basket or a wire 
basket.

Wood and wire shelves
Shelves are available in both wood and wire in two 
different depths and several widths. The wooden 
shelves are made of strong 22 mm melamine-coated 
chipboard with a durable edging on three sides.

Consoles
The consoles are available in different sizes. They are 
adapted for either wooden or wire shelves. 

Other accessories
Clothes rail with bracket in console, pull-out clothes 
rail for wooden shelf, trouser pull-out, shoe holder, 
hooks, book and end supports are examples of smart 
accessories that you can supplement the storage with.

With a compartment for wall-

mounted storage, you can 

nicely shield your cleaning items 

from your clothes, for example.

You can supplement the 

storage basket with hooks for 

vacuum cleaner hose, mop and 

towels. You can of course also 

use the storage basket for, for 

example, shoe care products in 

your clothes storage. 

Wall-mounted storage  

Our wall-mounted storage is 
available in white color

White Silver



Complement your existing wardrobe
Wire and mesh baskets as well as clothes rails are examples of products 
that you can supplement with to create order in your existing wardrobe. 
The products are available in white color. 

Hooks
Holders for hangers, hair 
dryer holders and tie 
holders are examples of 
products that are excellent 
for complementing your 
existing wardrobe.

 
 



Tailored sliding doors Aluminum profile Model 300 with surface mirror clear. Wall-mounted interior White. Top track, 
hanging wallbands, brackets for wire shelves, wire shelves, brackets for wooden shelf, wooden shelf, pull-out frames, 
mesh baskets. Accessories Clothes rail, clothes rail holder, storage basket, hooks for storage basket.

Divider
 A practical and 
stylish way to 
screen off in 
your storage.

Storage 
basket with 
hooks
Can of course 
also be used
to accessories 
in your clothes 
storage. 



 
  Products - wall-mounted storage

  

      
  

Wall-mounted storage

Wallband. Screwed 
into the wall

Top track 
and hanging 
wallband

Wallbands
First choose which wallband you want. 
Top track and hanging wallbands are a good 
alternative when you want flexibility 
and easy installation.

Shelf
You can choose shelves of wood or wire in two different depths 

and more widths. Choose the size that suits your needs. 

The wooden shelves are made of strong 22 mm melamine coat-
ed chipboard with a nice and durable edging on three sides. 
      

Wooden 
shelf

Wire shelf

      
Brackets for wooden or wire 
shelves
You can choose consoles in different sizes 

like fits the depth of different shelves. You use 
brackets that are adapted for either wooden or 
wire shelves.

There is a bracket with a clothes rail holder that 
you use together with a wooden shelf. If you 
want a clothes rail together with a wire shelf, 
use a clothes rail holder that is attached to the 
console.

        
Dimension indication  The dimensions are given in the following order Width x Depth x Height

Extract frame
Extendable holder that is combined with 
mesh- alternatively wire basket. Used together 
with fixed or hanging wallbands. 

Trouser pull-out
Pull-out holder for trousers. Used together 
with fixed or hanging wallbands. 

Trouser 
pull-out

The wooden shelf is 
screwed to the bracket 
with a wooden screw. 
(435330) 

If you choose to meet two wooden 
shelves on a console, splice fittings are 
used. (435401)

Brackets for wire shelves
Art.nr. 43550x, 259 mm

Art.nr. 43560x, 464 mm

Extract frame

Brackets for wooden shelves
Art.nr. 43400x, 170 mm

Art.nr. 43410x, 220 mm

Art.nr. 43420x, 270 mm

Art.nr. 43430x, 370 mm

Art.nr. 43470x, 370 mm

Art.nr. 43480x, 470 mm

Art.nr. 43490x, 550 mm



New products!  

Examples of how you can create a 
cleaning storage.

Storage basket 
A perfect storage basket for, for example, 
your cleaning items or for shoe care 
products.
Feel free to supplement with hooks for the 
storage basket.

904413    

1 pcs. 2 pcs. 2 pcs.  

Mounting profile, white 
The mounting profile makes it easier for you to mount 
the side panel. The profile is adapted for the panel 
thickness of 22 mm.

With the mounting profile, you get a screw to attach 
the panel side to the mounting profile. You choose the 
screw for attachment to your wall. 

Profile height: 2700 mm. Cut in place to the correct 
height. 904411 

Divider for 
wall-mounted 
furnishings

Divider for wall-mounted 
storage
Included:
1 side with 2 brackets for mounting in a 
hanging wallband. A bracket for mount-
ing the side of the shelf is also included 
for extra stability.   
Divider in melamine, edged.
Height: 2040 mm Depth: 510 mm
Thickness: 16 mm

904412 

Hooks for storage basket
Package with hooks for vacuum cleaner (1 
pc), mop (2 pcs) and towels (2 pcs).

904414   

Side panel is available in 
standard and also custom-
made. Available in white color.

Side panel



Pelly Group consists of the brands Pelly Components, Mirro, Pelly System and LG Collection. 
We work Buisness to business in the Industries, Projects and Retail segments by developing 
components and solutions for our customers. Production takes place in our own factories in 
Nässjö, Sweden and in Kaunas, Lithuania. 
 The Group's goal is to become a world leader in solutions for all rooms in the home, and 
today we export to over 50 countries globally. Pelly Group is owned by Segulah.

 
       About Pelly Group

www.pellycomp.se     www.lgcoll.se      www.mirro.se      www.pellysystem.se

www.pellygroup.se



About Pelly Group  



www.pellysystem.se
info@pelly.se

Pelly Group
Porfyrvägen 1 553 03 Jönköping
Tel. 036-333 19 50
www.pellygroup.se


